Hampshire Chelsea Virtual School
Thank you to all parents who have kindly shared their views on the online
learning experience for their child throughout this period. In partnership with
you as parents we have ensured continuity of education and maintained the
Hampshire School Chelsea community feel, even if remotely.

I just want to express my admiration for the teachers’, including the specialist teachers’, remarkable
teaching which we have had the pleasure of seeing first-hand during the lockdown through our very
effective virtual learning programme. The level of care, individual attention to each child, and the way
that all the teachers inspire engagement and interest, even with our youngest, is truly outstanding.

I would like to thank the whole team for the fantastic way in which you have managed learning during lockdown and are now managing the return to school. I feel the Hampshire School Chelsea has been exemplary
during lockdown, and it has made such a difference to our family. Having said that, our children have really
missed school, and are now very much looking forward to coming back. Your willingness to be flexible and
desire to keep learning in partnership with parents is appreciated. A lot of thought and care seems to have
gone into your approach, with what feels like the right pragmatic balance, managing risk, while also taking
care of the well-being of the children.

I wanted to thank you and the teachers for perfectly calibrating the amount and level of work that
is asked of the children. They are having to deal with not only the normal school work but also a
level of autonomy and responsibility that they have never had before and are doing brilliantly. Just
keeping track of lessons, the various types of software that they have to use, troubleshooting the
technical difficulties that often arise, the time management for the work they are given means that
by the end of the school day my son is shattered though proud of his work.

My son has really take to this way of learning summer term – he loves the ability to engage with the
teacher during the live lessons and the volume of assignments and tasks with helpful videos of the
teacher explaining the lesson objective and their expectations is making sure he knows what to
complete. The volume of assignments is certainly keeping him busy. We have not had to help him at
all – he just gets on with his work starting with the face-to-face meeting with his Form Tutor and
class at the beginning of the day and submitting his work by uploading for marking. It has been fun
and easy. Thank you!

Thank you to the entire Hampshire School Chelsea community
Resilience. Respect. Community. Excellence. Responsibility.

